TO: ALL CASINO VESSELS IN RIVER MANDOVI

FAX No:

FM: PFSO/COP PANAJI (NON-Major) Port Goa FAX: +91-832-2420582
Email id: captainofports.ispsgoa@gmail.com

FAX- MSG REF NO: COP/ISPS/01/20 30.01.2020

SUBJECT: REGARDING NOVEL CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK IN CHINA

URGENT -

All Casino Vessels operating in the waters of Goa are hereby instructed to take following actions regards to Novel Corona Virus:

1. In case of any traveler who has travelled from any part of China after 1st January 2020, kindly share their details to this Office or to the nearby Health Centre of Directorate of Health Services in the given format (enclosed).

2. Further in case of any traveler found to be symptomatic (Fever, cough & or Breathlessness) within 28 days of travel from China, report such traveler to Dr. Utkarsh Betodkar (9011025052). Such patients need to be referred to isolation facility at Goa Medical College, Bambolim (Ward-147) Incharge Dr. Edwin Gomes 9823139730.

3. Any Worker from Nepal working on board Casino vessel and found to be with Fever, Cough and or breathlessness to be similarly reported without fail.

Kindly ensure this matter is treated with the seriousness it deserves and make sure that any doubts regards same are clarified with appropriate authorities.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

For (Capt James Braganza)
PFSO
PANAJI PORT, GOA.